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We all know all too well that something has to be done to change the 
direction of where the world is going. Climate. Justice. Culture. We 
want to keep on telling stories, to produce, make a living, and to share 
our stories globally.
 
The film- and TV industry is us. We go to work every day and we can 
make a change. In our lives. In our stories. In the world. We know that 
the power of storytelling is one of the strongest forces for change. 
With this new EmPOWR Lab we embrace this force in a way that 
benefits us as creators, that strengthens our stories and upgrades 
the context they are financed, produced, and distributed in. To re-
main successful in the future, to remain relevant to our audiences, is 
to a large extent a question of being aware and acting on the fact that 
the uncomfortable truths facing us right now will not disappear. We 
must make our own, brand-new heroic journey and it starts today. 
Together.
 
With EmPOWR Lab we will transform the current challenges into as-
sets, making them a force for our stories. We all want success!
 
EmPOWR Lab is initiated and run by long-time POWR mentors and 
pitch coaches, Valeria Richter and Helene Granqvist in collaboration 
with the Industry@Tallinn Baltic Event team. They will work with the 
projects in a 360-degree collaborative process that will result in each 
project having key building blocks in place for a strong pitch.
 
Our guest mentors are diversity consultant Sally Fenaux Barleycorn, 
who will feedback and share with the projects how to best question di-

versity and representation; eco producer Ronny Fritsche from NEMA 
will focus on the sustainable production potential, and communica-
tion strategist Freddy Neumann will speak and feedback on the value 
of diversity and sustainability for a project’s communication and wider 
audience impact.

The 4 frontrunner projects & participants are:
 
THE FOOL / TV-series / Aurora Studios / Finland
Anniina Leppänen - producer
Marjo Airisniemi - screenwriter
 
ROSE MANOR / TV-series / Anagram Sverige / Sweden
Ann Lundberg - producer
Fredrik T Olsson - screenwriter
 
SWEET SIXTY / TV-series / Tuffi Films / Finland
Elli Toivoniemi - producer
Anna Ruohonen - screenwriter 
 
BEYOND THE VISIBLE FLOWERS / Feature film / Kartuliõis / Estonia
Tiina Savi - producer
Jaanika Arum - screenwriter

To wrap up the EmPOWR Lab we present a keynote talk from a mem-
ber of the Nordic Biomimicry Centre. This event is open for everyone 
with an accreditation (offline) and is freely available for everyone (also 
without an accreditation) online.

November 20th - 23rd  

EmPOWR  
Sustainable Stories Lab 

Freddy Neumann, 
PR strategy & communication,  

Denmark:

“We need to understand, hands-on, how diversity and sus-
tainability can become the qualities and methods that they 
in fact are, how they are part of a project’s natural DNA. 
They are not creative sacrifices; they are qualifiers and we 
need to upgrade our rhetoric and test the best ways to 

use them creatively.”

Ecocentric vs. Egocentric –  
time for a new narrative paradigm?
by Michel Wolfstirn

Sustainability consultant & entrepreneur –  
co-founder of BiomimicryNorway.

Michel Wolfstirn has a bit of a 'dark past' working as a mechanical en-
gineer in the oil industry until he in 2015 changed his career for good. 
The talk will be followed by a Q&A moderated by Helene Granqvist & 
Valeria Richter.

EmPOWR  
Keynote Talk
November 23rd 12.30 - 13.30  
@ Nordic Hotel Forum

Sally Fenaux  
Barleycorn, 

diversity consultant  
& scriptwriter, Spain:

“Whatever stories we create, they will always exist in a 
social context. If, as storytellers, we claim that stories matter, 
then it only makes sense that we take on the responsibil-
ity to make them matter for more people, for all people. It 
is not sustainable for our industry to keep downplaying 

the social impact and, thus, the necessity of diverse 
perspectives and representation on our screens. It 

all starts with the storytellers and the structures 
that support them.”

A big thank you for the collaboration and support from our partner, Industry@Tallinn & Baltic Event, and for the support - financial and otherwise 
- from the Norwegian Embassy in Tallinn, The Swedish Embassy in Tallinn, The Danish Embassy in Tallinn, The Finnish Embassy in Tallinn & from 
the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Office in Estonia, The Danish Cultural Institute in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, WIFTI & Nordic Film & TV Fund.

Ronny Fritsche,  
eco producer & environmental  

strategist, Sweden:  
“Pre-production and shooting are the most intense periods of a 

film or tv series’ production, there is no time or space to reconsider 
our traditional work methods or how our habits, norms and mindsets 
drive them. Therefore, it is crucial to start these considerations as 
early as possible in the creative development phase. These early 
decisions continue into the production phase, so in order to lay the 
ground for successful sustainability work and long-term change in 

our industry we need to explore the consequences of our early 
decisions and become aware of their environmental and so-

cial consequences while they can still be adjusted.”
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